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Internet of Things Programming with JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2017

	The Raspberry Pi Zero is a powerful, low-cost, credit-card sized computer, which lends

	itself perfectly to begin the controller of sophisticated home automation devices. Using the

	available on-board interfaces, the Raspberry Pi Zero can be expanded to allow the

	connection of a virtually infinite number of security sensors and...
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Reasoning with Probabilistic and Deterministic Graphical Models: Exact Algorithms (Synthesis Lectures on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2013

	
		Graphical models (e.g., Bayesian and constraint networks, influence diagrams, and Markov decision processes) have become a central paradigm for knowledge representation and reasoning in both artificial intelligence and computer science in general. These models are used to perform many reasoning tasks, such as scheduling, planning and...
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Build Android-Based Smart Applications: Using Rules Engines, NLP and Automation FrameworksApress, 2017

	
		Build smart applications using cutting-edge technologies such as rules engines, code automation frameworks, and natural language processing (NLP). This book provides step-by-step instructions on how to port nine rules engines (CLIPS, JRuleEngine, DTRules, Zilonis, TermWare, Roolie, OpenRules, JxBRE, and JEOPS) to the Android...
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Advances in Networked-based Information Systems: The 22nd International Conference on Network-Based Information Systems (NBiS-2019) (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This book focuses on the emerging areas of information networking and its applications, presenting the latest innovative research and development techniques from both theoretical and practical perspectives.

	
		Today’s networks and information systems are evolving rapidly, and there are new trends and applications in...
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Rationalization in Religions: Judaism, Christianity and IslamDe Gruyter, 2018

	Current tendencies in religious studies and theology show a growing interest for the interchange between religions and the cultures of rationalization surrounding them. The studies published in this volume, based on the international conferences of both the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften and the Israel Academy of Sciences...
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Pediatric Orthopedic Deformities, Volume 2: Developmental Disorders of the Lower Extremity: Hip to Knee to Ankle and FootSpringer, 2019

	
		Volume 2 of this comprehensive and state-of-the-art text on pediatric orthopedic deformities focuses on conditions of the lower extremity. Developmental disorders of the hip – developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH), Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease (LCP), coxa vara including slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE), and...
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Advanced PHP for Web ProfessionalsPrentice Hall, 2002
The goal of this book is to help you get a better grasp of PHP, to learn some of the less commonly used features, and to help you build some applications that are useful in your work or hobbies. I hope it gives you some ideas on how to make your own applications easier to code and easier to use.


...
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Quartz 2D Graphics for Mac OS X(R) DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2006
On Mac OS X, Macintosh developers depend on the graphics and imaging frameworks of the Core Graphics system to implement multimedia features in their applications. With Core Graphics Apple has answered the increasing demands of graphics developers with a powerful collection of tools, including Quartz 2D and Core Image. Quartz 2D is a modern drawing...
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Image Processing and Jump Regression Analysis (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The first text to bridge the gap between image processing and jump regression analysis
Recent statistical tools developed to estimate jump curves and surfaces have broad applications, specifically in the area of image processing. Often, significant differences in technical terminologies make communication between the disciplines of image...
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Computer-Aided Intelligent Recognition Techniques and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Intelligent recognition methods have recently proven to be indispensable in a variety of modern industries, including computer vision, robotics, medical imaging, visualization and the media. Furthermore, they play a critical role in the traditional fields such as character recognition, natural language processing and personal identification.
...
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A Computational Introduction to Number Theory and AlgebraCambridge University Press, 2005
"This is an outstanding and well-written book whose aim is to introduce the reader to a broad range of material -- ranging from basic to relatively advanced -- without requiring any prior knowledge on the part of the reader other than calculus and mathematical maturity. That the book succeeds at this goal is quite an accomplishment! ...this...
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Dynamic HTML: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 2006
Danny Goodman felt that he couldn't trust any of the documentation on Dynamic HTML (DHTML) that he read (too many contradictions), so he wrote this book as a reference for working with his own clients. After testing tags and techniques on multiple releases of the main browsers, Goodman came up with very practical information--some of which you may...
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